Food For Thought
Letter from the Editor: Full Plates
By Sonya Abrams

Sometimes in my early 20s, I was standing in a supermarket checkout line, flipping through US Weekly, idly glancing at a toddler in the cart ahead of me happily popping pieces of sushi into his mouth. I have to remember to have a kid like that someday, I thought. As if it were that simple, that I could simply request “cosmopolitan eater” in my birth plan.

Fittingly, I was blessed with three children who find salt too spicy and ice too slippery. My struggles to broaden their tastes have been met with strong resistance. Rarely are new foods tried, and when I dare to offer up something new on the plate, the offending item is usually met with sneers or screams of horror.

I’ve successfully convinced myself that yogurt and carrots are a well-balanced meal.

My 3-year-old usually removes new items from the table entirely and when I dare to offer up something new on the plate, the yogurt and carrots are a well-balanced meal. I’ve successfully convinced myself that yogurt and carrots are a well-balanced meal.

Our writers in this issue serve up a smorgasbord of ways to think about food: how to make it fun, palatable, and keep kids engaged and interested at home, in the classroom, and beyond. On page 20, Shaheen Bilgrami discovers ways in which food can offer a passport to the world for children and shares suggestions on how to bring international flavors into your own home. On page 16, Catherine Symon assures parents everywhere that their children won’t be eating only plain buttered noodles at their Preschool Preview Night in September, where fresh content is posted several times a week on a range of topics on parenting in the city, from finding secret city spots to take your kids. On page 22 and takes a tour through schools that are innovating how and where lunchtime happens. Her educational system on page 22 and takes a tour through schools that are innovating how and where lunchtime happens.

And don’t forget to check out our new blog, City Blocks, at www.ggmg.org/blog, where fresh content is posted several times a week on a range of topics on parenting in the city, from finding the work you love to secret city spots to take your kids. With three kids, four pets, three schools, two jobs, and numerous activities and volunteer commitments, our family has a lot on its plate. Food is a battle I’m not willing to put up much of a fight over. I cling to the hope that given time and patience, my children’s resistance will soften and slowly melt away. But until that happens, I am never more than an arm’s reach from a box of raisins.

Thank you all for being part of this community and making it exceptional.
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Only one shot can make it to the cover. Here are some of our other favorites.

Letter from the Board: So Long, 2017
By Sasha Fahimi

It sounds cliché, but I truly can’t believe that we are wrapping up yet another year. This one really seemed to fly by and was filled with incredible growth and change within our organization. Foremost in my mind is the new website, ggmg.org, which finally rolled out in late spring. The GGMG Board was thrilled to be able to deliver on this exciting new site and move away from BigTent.com, after years of member feedback. We appreciated our members’ patience as we worked through unexpected bumps at the outset of the launch. Our website transition team did an amazing job fielding member questions and issues, and I cannot thank them enough for their tireless efforts as we got the site up and running. The site is intuitive, user-friendly, and completely GGMG-owned and run. As always, if you have any suggestions on how we can improve it, please email the website team at website@ggmg.org.

We held many incredible events for families this year, including Preschool Preview Night in September, where attendees met and talked with representatives from dozens of local preschools and kindergartens. In October, we danced, bounced, ate, sang, picked pumpkins, took photos, and laughed our way through the Fall Festival at Sharon Meadow. Notably, our new Diversity and Inclusion Committee was extremely active as they rounded out their first year, and, among other things, they launched an author series, with a reading and signing of the book A Is For Activist by children’s book author Innosanto Nagara.

The Diversity and Inclusion team also participated in community outreach events in Japantown and SoMa in their efforts to make GGMG more visible and available in locations where GGMG events are less frequent. On the training and education front, they spearheaded the efforts to train our volunteers regarding diversity and inclusion issues, and they have already scheduled Part 2 of the “How to Talk To Kids About Race” series, which will take place in March 2018.

Sadly, we will be losing a number of board members who will have served out their terms at the end of this year, so please keep an eye out for postings regarding those positions if you are interested in getting involved! Thank you all for being part of this community and making it exceptional. I wish you and your families a happy, healthy holiday season and new year, and I am excited for what next year will bring.

Opinions expressed in this issue are those of the contributors. Acceptance of advertising does not constitute endorsement by GGMG of any products or services. The editors reserve the right to accept, edit, or reject any content submitted to the magazine.

ADVERTISING: Advertisements are accepted on a first-come, first-served basis. For submission information, email advertising@ggmg.org.

THIS ISSUE MADE POSSIBLE BY: Stolen credit card, Halloween candy, Odd 90th birthday, a law school seminar, a trip to Fairyland, pumpkins patch fails, too much coffee and not enough wine, hateful soon-to-be-ex-husband, OD, a 40th birthday, a law school reunion, a trip to Fairyland, pumpkin patch.

COMING NEXT: February/March: Past/Present/Future
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Savor the Season

Celebrate the culinary delights of the holidays with your kids: bake, decorate, share with others, and, of course, indulge.

By Stephanie AuWerter

Bag Lunches at GLIDE
Give back by assembling bagged lunches for those in need. Volunteers must be 9 or older.
WHEN: Weekends, 9 to 11 a.m.
WHERE: 300 Ellis St.
COST: FREE
www.glide.org/volunteer

The Great Dickens Christmas Fair
Time travel to Victorian London and enjoy roasted chestnuts, traditional English pub food, tea rooms, lamplit streets, dancing, performances, and more at the Cow Palace.
WHEN: Weekends, November 18 through December 17
WHERE: 200 Geneva Ave., Daly City
COST: $30 adults, $14 kids 5 to 12; free for kids under 5
www.dickensfair.com

The Ritz-Carlton’s Teddy Bear Tea
Hot chocolate, teddy bear cookies, assorted roasted chestnuts, traditional English pub food, tea rooms, lamplit streets, dancing, performances, and more at the Cow Palace.
WHEN: November 25 through December 23
WHERE: Man Post, corner of Lincoln Blvd. and Funston Ave.
COST: FREE
www.ritzcarlton.com/sanfrancisco

The Fairmont’s Giant Gingerbread House
Drool over the two-story, life-size house made with 10,250 edible bricks and 3,300 pounds of icing.
WHEN: November 25 through January 1
WHERE: 950 Mason St.
COST: FREE (Holiday tea offered at additional cost with reservation)
www.tinyurl.com/fairmont生姜breadhouse

Museum of Craft and Design: Gingerbread Pavilions
Gingerbread Pavilions

The JCC’s Hanukkah Shabbatikah
溺水 award-winning chef Michael Solomonov shares his fried-food techniques plus candle lighting, drinks, latkes, and live music.
WHEN: December 13, 4:00 p.m.
WHERE: 3200 California St.
COST: FREE
www.tinyurl.com/jccfyiday

Culinary Artists’ Holiday Baking Time Camp
Kids 5 to 7 years will bake gingerbread, sugar cookies, and more from scratch.
WHEN: December 13 through 22, 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
WHERE: Ghirardelli Square, 851 Beach St.
COST: $550 for week; discount available to GGAG members
www.tinyurl.com/artistsbcomp

The Presidio’s Annual Tree-Lighting Ceremony
Light the tree, sing with the Golden Gate Carolers, then head to the nearby YMCA for popcorn, brownies, warm apple cider, and holiday crafts.
WHEN: December 8, 5:30 to 7 p.m.
WHERE: Main Post, corner of Lincoln Blvd. and Funston Ave.
COST: FREE
www.presidio.gov/presidio-trust

Li’l Kid, Big City: North Beach
By Juliana Egly
North Beach has so many great meal options to enjoy with your little one! If you pizza beckons, check out Tony’s Pizza Napoletana ([270 Stockton St.]), or the Slice House next door ([1556 Stockton St.]). For some of the best Italian food outside the country, go to the Italian Homemade Company ([716 Columbus Ave.]). Betty Lou’s Seafood & Grill ([318 Columbus Ave.]) offers fresh seafood and pasta; at Sodini’s ([510 Green St.]), enjoy dinner as a family affair. If you want a more casual experience, Sushi on North Beach ([745 Columbus Ave.]) has great small plates. Awesome sandwiches are available at Alimento ([507 Columbus Ave.]); grab lunch for a picnic with the kids at Joe DiMaggio Playground or Washington Square Park.

Dessert options abound of course. Stella Pastry ([446 Columbus Ave.]) is a favorite and Z Cioccolato ([464 Columbus Ave.]) offers homemade saltwater taffy and chocolates, while XOX Truffles ([754 Columbus Ave.]) is internationally recognized.

For your shopping needs, stop at Little Vine ([1418 Grant Ave.) is a destination in and of itself, with a subset of the 27 amazing wineyards Pinot Noir and Zinfandel. Move from the tasting room to the patio, where kids can draw with wineyard-provided crayons. For most kids, the highlight of the visit will be meeting Nola, the adorble wineyard cockapoo.

In Carneros, “Bring a picnic, make a memory” is the motto at Larson Family Winery ([www.larsonfarmfamilywinery.com]). This family-friendly winery (dogs welcome, too) has a picnic area, a bocce ball court, and goats to visit.

Miner Family Winery ([www.minerwines.com]) in Oakville is a destination in and of itself, with a subset of the 27 amazing wineyards available in the tasting room. Take your glass and kids to the seating area on the terrace, which offers expansive views of the valley.

Now more than ever, Napa and Sonoma need visitors to jumpstart their economic recovery from recent wildfires. If you’re interested in making a donation, the Redwood Credit Union North Bay Fire Relief Fund ([www.redwoodcu.org/northbayfirerelief]) supports the immediate needs of those most impacted by the fires, with 100 percent of all donations going to fire victims and relief efforts.

By Christine Chen

The Country has been a special place for me since my days at UC Berkeley, but now with two toddlers in tow, hitting multiple wineries a day is a distant memory. Instead, we visit one winery, maybe two, for more relaxed tastings.

Off the beaten path on Sonoma Mountain, Belden Barns ([www.beldenbarns.com]) offers kids a bucolic setting to safely explore nature while parents taste the fabulous wines. Bring a picnic lunch so you can linger while the little ones are entertained by the wishing tree, a scavenger hunt, or various outdoor games and toys on property.

For more information, visit [www.tinyurl.com/sfteddybeartea].
To Eat Or Not To Eat Organic

With Louise Greenspan, M.D.

Louise Greenspan, M.D. is a pediatric endocrinologist at Kaiser Permanente and a professor of pediatrics at UCSF. Her research has focused on the environmental determinants of puberty and childhood obesity and hypertension. She is the co-author of The New Puberty, and a mother of two based in SF.

GGMG: How did you become interested in research on food?
LG: Professionally, it was a subject I learned more about as I participated as an investigator in a longitudinal study on environmental determinants of puberty, and then subsequently when we were writing the book The New Puberty. My interest also came from my personal experiences as a pregnant woman and mother, having to make decisions on what to feed myself and my kids.

GGMG: Is organic food more nutritious or healthier, or is it just hype?
LG: There is not much data supporting that organic food is more nutritious, but it may well be healthier. There are likely residual pesticides left in the food that is non-organic, and this may have health effects. And organic food is certainly healthier for the farmers in the field as well as the environment. There is a lot of hype, but I think it’s founded on common sense. I have a pet peeve about the current enthusiasm for organic pre-processed foods—an organic cookie is still a cookie. Fruit is still a healthier snack than a cookie even if it’s not organic! I laugh when I see organic mac and cheese—it would be better to buy the pasta and make it yourself. If it has “organic” written on the box, it still involves eating the preservatives that are added to boxed foods. Fresh food and produce is better.

GGMG: Some people have argued that there are no clear-cut studies on the harm from pesticides or hormones in our food. How do you interpret the available research?
LG: I use the precautionary principle: “when the health of humans and the environment is at stake, it may not be necessary to wait for scientific certainty to take protective action.” In other words, we shouldn’t wait for hard data showing that these chemicals are bad for us. Right now, we have plenty of data showing they are bad for the people who are exposed at high concentrations. Studies done on farmers in Salinas, California are pretty convincing that high doses of pesticides are harmful. A long-term study enrolled pregnant women there, and then followed their children into their teen years and beyond. The amount of organophosphates (synthetic chemicals that act on neurotransmitters to poison insects and mammals) in each individual were measured in biological samples like blood. Developmental tests were also taken in their children. Those people exposed to higher levels of organophosphates had more neurocognitive issues—we’re talking about behavioral issues and things like ADHD! This can all be attributed to exposure to chemicals! It’s not fair to those families and kids. For me, that’s enough information to try to buy organic as a consumer. It is more expensive, but if the consumer can afford it, why not spend the money? For people who have the means to make that choice, I actually cannot think of a better place for money to go.

GGMG: Are there real differences between “big box organic” and “small farm organic”?
LG: There is an argument that having large companies get into the organic market is beneficial because it will make these products more affordable to everyone. That way more people can have access to organic food. The counter argument is that eating organic food from 2,000 miles away is worse for the environment due to environmental transportation costs than eating food made locally. From a health perspective, I welcome all companies who are motivated to produce and sell organic food because that will shift the growers to making more farms organic—and that’s a win-win for everyone.

GGMG: What should the average family with a limited income do about food?
LG: Buy as much fresh and frozen food—fruits and vegetables—as you can, rather than processed or fast food. It’s still healthier to eat plant-based foods even if they are not organic. Frozen veggies can be bought cheaply in bulk, don’t spoil as fast, and are perfectly healthy. And they are healthier than many other pre-prepared foods.

...an organic cookie is still a cookie. Fruit is still a healthier snack than a cookie even if it’s not organic!

With Louise Greenspan, M.D.

Homeless Prenatal Program: Annual Holiday Fund Drive

GGMG’s annual holiday fund drive for Homeless Prenatal Program (HPP) families is underway. Please join us in continuing this incredible tradition of moms helping moms and make a donation to HPP today.

HPP HAS THREE MAJOR GOALS:
1. Healthy babies: ensure that parents give birth to healthy babies and successfully bond with their infants.
2. Safe, nurturing families where children thrive: ensure that parents are knowledgeable, motivated, and empowered to support their children’s success and healthy development.
3. Economically stable families: ensure that families have access to information and resources that move them towards permanent, stable housing and economic self-sufficiency.

Donate funds via www.homelessprenatal.org/donate. Please be sure to choose "GGMG Gives" in the gift designation scroll-down menu to help us track donations. Or you may purchase items off HPP’s Amazon Wish List: http://a.co/i0gpsx2.

Any donation amount is greatly appreciated and will be put to good use supporting HPP families. Thank you so much for your support of this drive, which will run through the end of the year.

Community Support

Win Free Botox!

77 Plastic Surgery was founded by surgeon and artist Dr. Larry Fan, who has been named one of America’s Top Plastic Surgeons. Dr. Fan is inspired by the beauty that surrounds and resides within all of us. Our mission at 77 Plastic Surgery is to bring your beauty to life. We are committed to achieving the highest standards of excellence and the very best aesthetic results. We provide the most advanced techniques in plastic surgery while maintaining the highest standards of patient care and uncompromised professional ethics. All GGMG entrants will be eligible to receive $75 off of your first Botox treatment before March 31, 2018. Visit our site www.77plasticsurgery.com for more information.

FOR A CHANCE TO WIN THESE SERVICES, ENTER THE CONTEST BY LIKING THE FACEBOOK PAGE FOR 77 PLASTIC SURGERY OR SENDING AN EMAIL WITH THE SUBJECT LINE “BOTOX” TO CONTEST@GGMG.ORG BY JANUARY 31, 2018.
MEMBER PROFILE:

Courtney Graham

Perhaps the best and most unexpected benefit of being a mom is the camaraderie of other moms. How to mom, we get it in a way no one else can. Whether we are stay-at-home, work-at-home, single, older, or however we choose to define ourselves, we are aligned by the daily joys and struggles we have in common. The Golden Gate Mothers Group is a 4,200 strong community of moms. We meet with each other at events, online, through volunteering, and now, through this magazine. In this issue, we launch our New Member Profile to highlight the insights and stories of GGMG members, one mom at a time.

Courtney Graham is the mother of a kindergartener. She’s also a full-time learning support coordinator, working with parents and teachers to ensure learning and happiness for children in K through 4th grade. A San Francisco resident since 2006, Courtney lives on the Russian Hill/Nob Hill border. She spoke with Tara Hardisty.

How do you juggle life’s responsibilities as a single mom?

I don’t know any different. I adopted my daughter when she was 5 months old. I think it makes my work more focused, and seeing something ahead of time, maybe plan a little farther out because I’m on my own. And I have a lot of help from friends.

What’s your biggest struggle as a mom?

Not having any mental space to think. It’s hard trying to process and figure things out. The weekends are more intense. My daughter is very energetic and talkative, so on the weekends I don’t have the head space available to take a second. It’s a lot of planning.

What’s your best moment (so far) as a mom?

Right now, my daughter is in kindergarten, and she’s experiencing everything on her own. She comes home and tells me about her day, every little detail. It’s such a wonderful thing, and listening to her makes me tear up every day.

How do you get through the day?

I find that playing with my daughter for 15 minutes to her makes me tear up every day. How do you get through the day?

I find that playing with my daughter for 15 minutes can turn our days around. She loves helping with the dishwasher or laundry. Sometimes we fold laundry while listening to the soundtrack.

Can you share a guilty pleasure?

My daughter has never been a great sleeper, and for over five years, I didn’t watch TV. There was no way I was going to give up sleep for television. Now she is sleeping better and I binge-watch Netflix.

Or going shopping for anything by myself, that is a guilty pleasure.

DADLANDS

Cooking Up Traditions

By Michael Laukert

I would have not been remotely close in scripting my career path had I been tasked with the assignment as a kid. But as the end of college neared, advice from my father resonated very loud and clear: “Make sure the career you choose provides a happy life for you.” Taking his words to heart, I decided to pursue my newfound passion for food, and with the help of my parents, I moved to upstate New York to attend The Culinary Institute of America.

My career, however, really began here in the Napa Valley in August 1991. The past 25+ years have allowed me to become a chef, editor, author, and specialty food consultant. During this time, I have been fortunate to work alongside a few of my culinary icons—Julia Child, Jacques Pepin, and Thomas Keller—and make amazing friends with a similar drive and passion for food and wine. Cooking allows for a personal connection, giving part of yourself in each dish that you prepare.

I remember my early days as a young chef here. For many of us, our families were too far away, and schedules really didn’t allow for thoughts of holiday travel. A handful of us from the kitchen would gather every weekend. We decided a theme was needed, a personal connection, giving part of yourself in each dish that you prepare.

Cooking allows for a personal connection, giving part of yourself in each dish that you prepare.

Thinking about this, I realize that my favorite time of year is upon us once again. Cool, crisp days showcase farmers markets full of rich, deeply colored produce. As a chef, my thought processes shift in cooking techniques. Time in the kitchen slows down to embrace braising and roasting, and the slow cooker finds a permanent space on the kitchen counter. In the fields, the electric, high intensity of the grape harvest wraps up, the vines are empty of their fruit clusters, leaves have fallen, and vines will soon be dormant. Gathering around the table, the flavors are robust, rich, and earthy, which together provide feelings of warmth, comfort, and satisfaction to the heart and soul.

My teenage son has decided it is not a bad thing to spend a little time with dad in the kitchen. We started his journey of learning his way around the kitchen simply: mastering how to make a perfect fried egg. Some trial and error, certainly a few laughs, and a couple dozen eggs, give or take, and he is now well on his way. His enthusiasm to learn more about where his food comes from keeps evolving, and I get to share with him my knowledge of fruit, vegetables, proteins, how to choose them and why. We talk about what sounds good for our meal prior to making the trek to the local farmers market, butcher shop, and fishmonger to shop for our ingredients. I am excited for and embrace the weekends, a time we share together planning menus, cooking, and bonding.

As time passes, I will share dishes from my family’s heritage with my son, as my mother did with me. I know we too will develop our own list of favorites and begin creating our own family traditions. By teaching him to cook, I’m teaching him to connect.

Michael is a celebrated chef who lives in the Napa Valley area, currently serving as the executive chef for One True Vine, a boutique winery. When he’s not working, he’s cooking or playing softball in weekend tournaments with his league team, Cruch.
Books for Kids

Winter and Holidays

By Laura Latham

Wintertime is here, happiness and cheer. To enjoy the holiday season with carefully crafted words and a cup of hot chocolate, here are a selection of books that celebrate the best of the shorter months of the year. Whether in the city or in the great outdoors, these books will surely make storytime or quiet reading a most wonderful time for young ones.

Queen of the Hanukkah Dosas
Written by Pamela Erenberg, illustrated by Anjan Sarkar
Dosas for Hanukkah may be unconventional, but in this blended family with an Indian mom and a Jewish dad, it's their tradition. Everything would be perfect if young Sadie could stop climbing on everything. She climbs on furniture at home, she climbs on structures at the Indian store, annoying her older brother to pieces. Though he tries his best to keep her still with a variation Indian store, annoying her older brother to pieces. Though he tries his best to keep her still with a variation

The Itsy Bitsy Snowman
Written by Jeffrey Burton, illustrated by Sanjo Reseci
If an itsy bitsy spider can come down a water spout in rhyme, an itsy bitsy snowman can go sledding into town and have a ball in rhyme, too. Recreating the famous lullaby, this winter version is short and sweet, perfect for little ones learning new words and little hands who want to grab everything. Sing it. Read it. And, maybe, find for more as the old lady swallows incredible things. What will happen with all these items in the end? At home, kids can draw their own little cold ladies swallowing all things snow and winter.

Ages: 2 to 5 years

There Was a Cold Lady Who Swallowed Some Snow
Written by Lucille Colandro, illustrated by Adrelee Lane
There was a cold lady who swallowed some snow. And some coal. And a hat. This winter spin-off on the traditional rhyming poem will have kids asking why the old lady swallowed some snow. Some snow to have your own itsy bitsy snowman adventure.

Ages: 3 to 7 years

Dr. Tenth: Christmas Surprise! (Doctor Who/Roger Hargreaves)
By Roger Hargreaves
Combining “Doctor Who” trademark storytelling with the Little Men illustrations and format, this is just the Christmas book for “Doctor Who” fans. Featuring angry snowmen, cold hot chocolate, and Santas, this new adventure of Dr. Tenth and Donna will make you want to discover the other 11 doctors—and cheer for Dr. Tenth, who stops at nothing for a Christmas surprise.

Ages: 3 to 7 years

Dr. Tenth: Horses
Written by Philipp Herr
Winter 1443, Ukraine. Based on a true story, this book stars Max, a ranger for a Ukrainian nature reserve, and Kalinka, a 15-year-old Jewish girl who survived a mass Nazi shooting. Przewalski’s horses are some of the last on Earth of a very ancient breed and Max is determined to protect them on the nature reserve he manages. When orders come from Berlin to remove this biologically unfit species from the animal population of the Greater German Reich, Max and Kalinka find each other united in a mission to save the last two horses from being butchered for meat. This is a great—if heavy—read for teens and tweens who enjoy historical fiction with a touch of magical realism.

Ages: 12 to 15 years

Shhh! Bears Sleeping
Written by David Martin, illustrated by Steve Johnson and Lou Fancher
This little board book teaches toddlers about bears and hibernation in a fun and enjoyable way in relation to the seasons. A mama bear needs to sleep during the winter months with her two cubs, and they all wake up in the spring and make the best of the warm season. Along with other simple or more elaborate nature books, this book makes for a perfect read before heading off to the Sierras or any bear territory.

Ages: 2 to 5 years

Greenglass House
By Kate Milford
It’s wintertime at Greenglass House, the creaky smugglers’ inn. During the winter holidays, young Milo expects to see very few customers because of terribly icy weather. Against the odds, five separate customers arrive who, one way or another, seem connected and yet won’t disclose anything. When events take a mysterious turn, Milo and his friend Meddy decide to investigate. Young lovers of The Mysterious Benedict Society will fall under the charm of this atmospheric old inn where a raging snowstorm is the least of the dangers threatening our protagonists.

Ages: 10 to 12 years

The Vanderbeekers of 141st Street
By Karina Yan Glaser
A few days before Christmas, the Vanderbeeker family finds out they will have to leave their brownstone in Harlem by the end of the month. Immediately, their five children—ages 4 to 12 years old—decide to involve the neighbors and use their creativity to convince the landlord they should stay. Whether it’s a science project, a violin recording, or a neighbor petition, the kids are ready to give it their all. Older kids will love this heartwarming tale of community, chaos, and love, with the feeling of a classic.

Ages: 7 to 10 years

Befana: An Italian Christmas Tale
Written and illustrated by Tomie de Paola
This is a traditional Italian Christmas folk tale about a mean and eccentric old woman who, one night, finds the three kings looking for Bethlehem. She then relentlessly searches for the baby king. In some parts of Italy, people say that Old Befana goes every January on Epiphany Eve to children’s homes to give them cookies and cakes while they are sleeping.

Ages: 4 to 8 years

The Legend of Old Befana: An Italian Christmas Tale
Written and illustrated by Tomie de Paola
This is a traditional Italian Christmas folk tale about a mean and eccentric old woman who, one night, finds the three kings looking for Bethlehem. She then relentlessly searches for the baby king. In some parts of Italy, people say that Old Befana goes every January on Epiphany Eve to children’s homes to give them cookies and cakes while they are sleeping.

Ages: 4 to 8 years

Little Red Ruthie: A Hanukkah Tale
Written by Glorio Oster, illustrated by Sue Eastland
Little Red Ruthie is a loving granddaughter who crosses the woods in winter, with sour cream and applesauce in her basket, to cook latkes at her Bubbie Basha’s house. An encounter with the wolf could turn tragic, if Little Red Ruthie didn’t have all her wits about her. Inspired by the story of the Maccabees, the little girl manages to talk her way out of a thorny situation and tricks the wolf into leaving Bubbe Basha alone. Latkes, anyone?

Ages: 3 to 6 years

Where Are All the Minestrones?
Written by Karlyl Coleman, illustrated by Corrie Hartmann
There’s no such thing as bad weather, only bad clothing, as this delightful book shows with watercolor illustrations. With long, frigid winters, the inhabitants of the frozen Midwest could stay indoors by the fireplace, bake cookies, and dream of spring flowers, but no! Puffy jackets and snow boots need to come out. Minestrones enjoy the outdoors even during the harsh winter season and kids play outside. Whether ice-fishing, ice-skating, or flying kites, these hardy young Minestrones show that they are not afraid of the cold.

Ages: 3 to 7 years

Laure is the author of the mommy blog Frog Mom (www.frogmom.com), as well as the book Best Hikes with Kids: San Francisco Bay Area. She writes for several parenting websites and lives in London, where she peppers adventure with her husband and two daughters with compulsory cream tea stops. You can reach her at info@frogmom.com
Postpartum Care Around the World

By Juli Fraga

It’s no secret that postpartum care in the United States is lacking. Compared to other developed countries, many U.S. employers offer sporadic and poorly compensated maternity leave. The brevity of this bonding period illuminates the dearth of attention given to maternal self-care, especially after giving birth. These cultural dynamics, which sadly become norms, can contribute to the rise of “mommy guilt,” fueling the false belief that parenting is a check-list of “to do’s” that we must perform flawlessly.

But in other cultures, women transition into motherhood differently. Often, postpartum care focuses on a series of rituals, emphasizing maternal nurturing and well-being as an essential piece of the parenting process. Here are some examples, many of which involve the nourishment of body and soul during this transitional time.

China

In Chinese culture, the postpartum period is called zuo yuezi, meaning “sitting the month.” During this period, mothers take sponge baths instead of showers, a practice that originated because the water available was too unsanitary given a woman’s postpartum state. Activities such as reading and watching television are avoided because it’s believed they can disrupt a woman’s “chi,” throwing her system off balance. During this period, a mother’s sole job is to heal from childbirth and bond with her baby; family members care for mom and take care of all housework.

Cold beverages, even water, and raw fruits and vegetables are avoided during zuo yuezi. Instead, women eat and drink warm teas and special soups made of pig feet, fish, and peanuts. These soups help ward off a “chill” and promote the production of breast milk.

Latin America

In many Latin American cultures, the period after giving birth is referred to as a cuarentena, or quarantine. For the first 40 days after the baby’s birth, women focus on taking care of the baby while family members cook, clean, and take care of household tasks. Purgantes (home remedies) are also prepared to help ward off mood concerns, like postpartum depression. New mothers are served warm milk mixed with ghee (clarified butter) and spices. It’s believed this concoction helps restore a woman’s strength. Boiled water with fennel and fenugreek seeds are also given to promote milk production and ease physical postpartum pain.

Ayurvedic medicine, an ancient healing modality in India, may also be used. To enhance milk production, restore energy, promote healthy sleep, and balance mood, mothers receive special tinctures formulated for their body types.

Japan

Infant mortality rates are lowest in Japan, making it the safest country to have a baby. While U.S. physicians advise pregnant women to avoid raw fish and shellfish, Japanese doctors believe eating raw fish is good for prenatal health. But spicy foods should be avoided, as it’s believed ingesting them results in a “hot” tempered child.

In Japan, mothers in the U.S., Japanese women remain in the hospital for five days after the baby’s birth, longer if the infant was delivered via cesarean section. After returning home from the hospital, Japanese women receive an extended period of rest, residing with their parents for four to six weeks post-delivery. During this time, cold foods are avoided, and warm meals and tea are served. It’s also tradition to celebrate the baby’s birth by eating osokihan, a dish made from combing sticky rice and adzuki beans.

The Netherlands

In Holland, pregnant women are more likely to receive care from midwives than obstetricians. Many expectant mothers opt for home births, relying on their midwives for support and care. After giving birth, kroombult, also known as maternity home care, begins. For one week, a nurse provides home-based postpartum care. Along with tending to mom and baby’s physical health, she completes domestic tasks like cooking and cleaning. While women in Holland don’t avoid cold foods and beverages, the baby’s birth is celebrated by eating a snack called beschuilknot musjes (biscuits and mice). The mice are actually licorice candy. A blue candy coating is used to celebrate a boy’s birth while a pink coating signifies the arrival of a girl.

Across the globe, we honor mothers in various ways. Whether or not a period of rest ensues or special foods are prepared, the birth of a baby is a universal experience, primarily shaped by cultural traditions, setting the parenting journey in motion. Perhaps American mothers can benefit from the wisdom of mothers in China, Latin America, the Netherlands, Japan, and India who believe maternal self-care is a necessity, not a luxury.

Juli Fraga is a psychologist, freelance writer, and mom living in San Francisco. Read more of her writing at: www.drjulifraga.com
Expanding Fussy Palates

If you dread mealtimes, you’re not alone. Here’s the latest and best research on transforming your kid’s attitudes about food, as well as your own.

By Catherine Symon

Photographs by Sonya Abrams Photography

Have you ever dejectedly watched someone else’s child feast happily on braised kale with a side of sprouted chickpea mousse while your son picks at yet another plate of buttered noodles? Have nightly discussions over how many more bites your daughter needs to eat before she can leave the dinner table turned her into a remarkably skilled negotiator? Do your children insist that they “hate” the food on their plates, even if you know for a fact that they’ve never tasted it, or even heard of it before? If you answered yes to any of these, you may be the parent of a picky eater.

Why do kids become picky eaters?

Picky eating—the perplexing and seemingly random rejection of certain foods—starts from a combination of physical, genetic, and environmental factors; the more factors that are relevant to your child, the more guarded around some foods. Children who are cautious or slow to warm are more guarded about food. Those who are flexible and sociable tend to be more open minded about trying new foods than children who are cautious or slow to warm.

Negative eating experiences make children more prone to rejection of foods. Children who have choked, had reflux, or experienced allergic or food sensitivity reactions are more likely to reject the foods that either caused the experience or remind them of foods that caused the experience.

Nutrition-minded parents unwittingly encourage pickiness. It’s true. Most of us are well-versed on nutrition, but not knowledgeable about feeding (at least not past the infant stage). We goad, bargain, reason, berate, guilt, bribe, and plead at meal time to get a few more grams of protein or another serving of calcium down the hatch. Needless to say, children eat less if we try to get them to eat more (and vice versa).

Tips for handling picky eating

Picky eating is both normal and manageable. Here are some practical tips for making peace with the picky eater in your life.

1. Don’t pressure a child to eat anything. In her book Child of Mine: Feeding with Love and Good Sense, Satter boils it down to this: “[T]he way you talk...the child eats, while the child decides how much...”

2. Follow the Division of Responsibility (DoR). If there is one thing you can do to diffuse tensions around meal times and help your child (eventually) eat a wider variety of foods, it is what dietitian, family therapist, and feeding expert Ellyn Satter, MS, RD, LCSW, BCD, calls the “Division of Responsibility”: the adult decides what, when, and where to feed, while the child decides how much or even if she will eat. You feed, they eat. Sticking to your responsibility means never pressuring a child to eat anything. In her book Picky to Powerful, Maryann Jacobsen, MS, RD (From Powerful to Picky: The Mindset, Strategies and Know-how You Need to Empower Your Picky Eater), “Birth weight triples in the first year of life but then doesn’t quadruple until the second year. Children between age 2 and puberty gain an average of 4.5-6.5 pounds per year. “A baby who doesn’t quadruple until the second year. Children between age 2 and puberty gain an average of 4.5-6.5 pounds per year.”

3. Almost always eats different foods—stems from a combination of physical, genetic, and environmental factors; the more factors that are relevant to your child, the more guarded about some foods. Children who are cautious or slow to warm are more guarded about some foods. Those who are flexible and sociable tend to be more open-minded about trying new foods than children who are cautious or slow to warm.

4. Children want independence. As they reach toddlerhood, children start to look for opportunities to make their own decisions and exert some control over their own lives. Saying “no” to everything is one example of how they try to establish a sense of independence.

5. Children need time and practice to master the motor steps involved in feeding. Newborns have built-in rooting reflexes that help them eat—so picky eating is mistakenly viewed as problem behavior. But rooting reflexes disappear by 6 months and a child needs time and practice to master the motor and executive skills required to become a competent eater. During this (lengthy) process, it is normal for the child to balk at foods that are challenging to her. As Maryann Jacobsen writes, changing your mindset from “picky eating is a problem” to “picky eating is just how kids eat” can help you be more patient and understanding when there’s a picky eater in your family.

6. Follow the Division of Responsibility (DoR). If there is one thing you can do to diffuse tensions around meal times and help your child (eventually) eat a wider variety of foods, it is what dietitian, family therapist, and feeding expert Ellyn Satter, MS, RD, LCSW, BCD, calls the “Division of Responsibility”: the adult decides what, when, and where to feed, while the child decides how much or even if she will eat. You feed, they eat. Sticking to your responsibility means never pressuring a child to eat anything. In her book Child of Mine: Feeding with Love and Good Sense, Satter boils it down to this: “[T]he way you talk...the child eats, while the child decides how much...”

7. Serve family-style meals whenever possible (the “what” of the DoR). Provide lots of options and let your child serve himself so he...
gets to choose the foods he feels ready to eat. When you first start practicing DoR, be sure to serve at least one food that your child already likes to eat so he feels included in the meal. Yes, that may mean that he only eats rice or bread or mac ‘n’ cheese for the first few meals. That’s OK. As he gains confidence and familiarity he will start to try other foods. Serve enough so that everyone at the table has the opportunity to eat until pleasantly full. Set eating time zones that work for your family (the “when” of the DoR). Children typically need three meals plus one to three snacks. Eating time zones make meal time predictable, but also allow your child to get a little hungry between eating times so she is more likely to eat what is served. Children don’t have to eat at exactly the same time every day (for example, if you set the breakfast zone for 7:30 to 9 a.m., the meal can happen any time in that window), so give yourself flexibility based on your child’s natural hunger patterns and your family’s schedule. But stick to the time zones; no grazing for food or drinks (other than water) between meal and snack times!

Insist on having everyone sit together for meals (the “where” of the DoR). Kids learn to become good companions at meals by sitting at the table, passing food to others, practicing conversation. If your child isn’t ready to sit for a meal, he may need to practice between healthful and treat foods by forbidden foods something to be sought after or labeling them as “bad” only serves to make our children’s taste buds to want more salty, crunchy chicken nuggets, but also make roasted chicken seem dull and strangely chewy in comparison. Also, don’t assume that picky eaters only want bland, white food. Serve real, fresh food that you enjoy eating. Serve the occasional treat. Avoiding treats or labeling them as “bad” only serves to make your child will get there. A few weeks into practicing DoR you may feel deflated if your child still says “YUCK! I don’t like that” about the delicious dish you served. Remember that unfamiliar foods are intimidating and even scary for some kids (researchers call it food neophobia) and when your child says, “I don’t like that” what he probably means is, “I’m not ready to try it yet.” In Secrets of Feeding a Healthy Family, Ellyn Satter explains that children need 10 to 20 neutral exposures to a given food before they are ready to eat it: “Neutral exposure means it shows up on the table again and again, with no pushing or prodding, no persuading or cheerleading, no bribes or nutrition lessons, and no little lectures about starving children anywhere. “A picky child may also need to smell, touch, squash, smear, stab, and lick the food multiple times before they are ready to actually consume it. Whether your child ends up needing 60 exposures to dig into a new dish or only six, trust them to accept foods at their own pace, just as they learn to walk, talk, and read when they are physically, emotionally, and mentally ready.

Catherine is a medical writer and amazon reviewer. She is the mother of a picky eater who is slo-o-owly and cautiously choosing to try new foods.

ADDITIONAL SOURCES:
Fearless Feeding: How to Raise Healthy Eaters from High Chair to High School by Jill Castle and Maryann Jacobsen; SOSapproach conferences.com (Toomey & Associates); EllynSatterInstitute.org; National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD)
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The World on a Plate

As the world becomes smaller, being able to relate to people culturally different from ourselves is a critical skill to teach our kids

By Shahan Bilgami
Photographs by Petra Cross Photography

When I moved to San Francisco from the UK, I was excited to meet people with interesting and different cultural and culinary backgrounds. New friends exposed me to new cuisines—South and Central American food, Burmese food, regional cuisines from the United States. Once I became a mom to a child extremely wary of new foods, I found myself trying to think of innovative ways to make her more interested in the bounty that surrounds us. I wanted to ensure she had a healthy appreciation of her Indian and French heritage, and I wanted to pass on my love of food itself. By connecting food with cultural education, my daughter became much more interested and engaged and willing to try, taste and experience new things.

I spoke to a number of fellow GGMG moms and food experts who agree that this immersive, multi-sensory experience appeals to the naturally curious mind of children. Stacie Dong, co-founder of the A Little Yumminess blog and cooking school, met her co-founder, Simran Singh, when their children were in the baby and toddler years. Coming from different cultural and culinary backgrounds, they bonded over a shared passion for food, leading them on many gastronomic adventures with their children throughout San Francisco. Their blog and cooking school came about because so many friends started asking them to recommend interesting food finds and fun foodie places to go with kids. Stacie says that the great thing about food as a medium to teach children about different cultures is that “it’s hands on, accessible, and it’s good for any age.”

Vanessa Silver and Janine Gee, co-founder and program director of Culinary Artistas, also utilize the link between food and culture in their programs. In fact, Culinary Artistas recently hosted a series of summer cooking classes under the banner of Around the World Cooking. Read on for some tips, tricks, and activities for kids of all ages (and their moms).

Read all about it

Expose your children to books that include interesting foods and be inspired to buy and taste the foods mentioned after reading about them. The World Snacks board book series by Amy Wilson Sanger are particularly good for babies and toddlers. Topics are global, from Choot and Sweets (Indian) to Let’s Night (Jewish) to Yum Yum Dim Sum (Chinese). For preschoolers, select picture books that feature a particular food, such as Dragons Love Tacos by Adam Rubin, Bee-Bim Bop! by Linda Sue Park, Cora Cooks Pancit by Dorina K. Lazlo Gilmore, or Round’s a Tortilla and Noodle Magic by Roseanne Thong. After reading together, cook the featured food or sample it at a restaurant. Use the holidays—any holiday—to broaden your search for new and interesting foods you might not otherwise encounter, especially for holidays you don’t typically celebrate.

Stacie also suggests that the simple act of looking at international cookbooks with kids can be a fun activity. Let them pick out what dishes look yummy and guess what they contain. Older kids can select recipes they like and appropriate, taste what is presented to them. You can also do this while out and about, shopping for produce.

Cooking international foods with your kid has the potential to be a culturally rich educational activity. If you are not sure that you are able to do the job you designate to them, (if the idea of cooking sends a shiver up your spine, or if you just don’t have time, there are a number of great cooking classes and camps available in our beloved city, such as Culinary Artistas and a Little Yumminess.)

Spice it up

Try spice painting with your littlest tots. Select a variety of vibrantly colored ground spices, place a small amount into a plastic egg carton and add a few drops of water to make “spice paint.” Let your toddler use this to paint fragrant pictures using a brush or his fingers. This activity definitely needs close supervision—avoid burning spices such as cayenne pepper and make sure you thoroughly wash everyone’s hands afterwards.

Invite your older kids to look at spice blends and to explore the individual spices that have gone into them by touching, smelling, and tasting them. Encourage them to compare the difference in taste after grinding and/or roasting them. Once they become familiar with individual spices, you can see if they can identify the ingredients of ready-made spice blends. You can also explore the geographical and historical reasons for certain spices being used in certain cuisines.

Everybody Brings Noodles

For preschoolers, select picture books that contrast different cultural and culinary backgrounds. For example, select breads from different countries and compare and contrast each kind as you think about the ways of achieving this. Make the look of and think about the ingredients required to make them. Is it possible to cook them. You can also do this while out and about, shopping for produce.

To set yourself up for success, really think about what you want your kid to get out of the experience and consider different ways of achieving this.

I also discovered the fantastic series of picture books by Norah Dooley, which includes Everybody Cooks Rice, Everybody Loves Bread, Everybody Serves Soup, and Everybody Brings Foodies. These stories function as the perfect starting point to investigate foods that are common to multiple cultures. For example, select breads from different countries and compare and contrast each kind as you think about the cultures that eat them. What dishes are they served with? How does the climate of the bread’s origin affect its appearance or taste? I wanted to ensure she had a healthy appreciation of her Indian and French heritage, and I wanted to pass on my love of food itself. By connecting food with cultural education, my daughter became much more interested and engaged and willing to try, taste and experience new things.

I spoke to a number of fellow GGMG moms and food experts who agree that this immersive, multi-sensory experience appeals to the naturally curious mind of children. Stacie Dong, co-founder of the A Little Yumminess blog and cooking school, met her co-founder, Simran Singh, when their children were in the baby and toddler years. Coming from different cultural and culinary backgrounds, they bonded over a shared passion for food, leading them on many gastronomic adventures with their children throughout San Francisco. Their blog and cooking school came about because so many friends started asking them to recommend interesting food finds and fun foodie places to go with kids. Stacie says that the great thing about food as a medium to teach children about different cultures is that “it’s hands on, accessible, and it’s good for any age.”

Vanessa Silver and Janine Gee, co-founder and program director of Culinary Artistas, also utilize the link between food and culture in their programs. In fact, Culinary Artistas recently hosted a series of summer cooking classes under the banner of Around the World Cooking. Read on for some tips, tricks, and activities for kids of all ages (and their moms).

Read all about it

Expose your children to books that include interesting foods and be inspired to buy and taste the foods mentioned after reading about them. The World Snacks board book series by Amy Wilson Sanger are particularly good for babies and toddlers. Topics are global, from Choot and Sweets (Indian) to Let’s Night (Jewish) to Yum Yum Dim Sum (Chinese). For preschoolers, select picture books that feature a particular food, such as Dragons Love Tacos by Adam Rubin, Bee-Bim Bop! by Linda Sue Park, Cora Cooks Pancit by Dorina K. Lazlo Gilmore, or Round’s a Tortilla and Noodle Magic by Roseanne Thong. After reading together, cook the featured food or sample it at a restaurant. Use the holidays—any holiday—to broaden your search for new and interesting foods you might not otherwise encounter, especially for holidays you don’t typically celebrate.

Stacie also suggests that the simple act of looking at international cookbooks with kids can be a fun activity. Let them pick out what dishes look yummy and guess what they contain. Older kids can select recipes they like and appropriate, taste what is presented to them. You can also do this while out and about, shopping for produce.

Cooking international foods with your kid has the potential to be a culturally rich educational activity. If you are not sure that you are able to do the job you designate to them, (if the idea of cooking sends a shiver up your spine, or if you just don’t have time, there are a number of great cooking classes and camps available in our beloved city, such as Culinary Artistas and a Little Yumminess.)

Spice it up

Try spice painting with your littlest tots. Select a variety of vibrantly colored ground spices, place a small amount into a plastic egg carton and add a few drops of water to make “spice paint.” Let your toddler use this to paint fragrant pictures using a brush or his fingers. This activity definitely needs close supervision—avoid burning spices such as cayenne pepper and make sure you thoroughly wash everyone’s hands afterwards.

Invite your older kids to look at spice blends and to explore the individual spices that have gone into them by touching, smelling, and tasting them. Encourage them to compare the difference in taste after grinding and/or roasting them. Once they become familiar with individual spices, you can see if they can identify the ingredients of ready-made spice blends. You can also explore the geographical and historical reasons for certain spices being used in certain cuisines.
Plants a garden of herbs that flavor your favorite ethnic foods is another wonderful activity for green-thumbed kids. Your kids can try growing herbs from seeds or start with small plants. Easy-to-tend herbs include chives, mint, parsley, basil, cilantro, thyme, and lemongrass. They can even plant a themed herb garden, such as a “pizza garden” in which you grow basil, parsley, and oregano.

Explore the amazing SF food world
Kids love to see how food is made. Stacie suggests tasting and discussing individual ethnic foods such as tofu, tortillas, tamales, and dumplings with your kids and asking them to guess how they might be made. You can watch tortillas and tamales being made at La Palma Mesiacatessen in the Mission. Several restaurants on Clement Street in Outer Richmond have dumpling makers at work near the front windows of the stores. Explore your local ethnic neighborhoods to find what’s offered. Local markets in Japantown, Richmond, the Mission, and beyond are a treasure trove for the curious foodie. Stacie gets her kids to each select a snack and/or an interesting fruit or vegetable to buy and try. She says “It’s a great way to spark conversation and to be curious with your child.”

One way to tempt a picky eater is to select a food that your child likes and find international or different versions of it. For example, if your kid loves pancakes, maybe she’ll be willing to try French crepes, Danish ebelskivers, Indian dosas, Japanese okonomiyaki, or Eastern European blinis, to name a few. Get older kids to think about ingredients used in different places and consider why these ingredients are used. Alternatively, select a favorite raw ingredient, such as an avocado, and explore the different cuisines in which it is eaten. Investigate this further with your child in an age-appropriate way. Are there any geographic links between the countries where it is eaten? Similar climates?

Many local churches host cultural food festivals. Vanessa says these offer a good opportunity to see food in context. Look out for events hosted by Middle Eastern, Greek Orthodox, and Armenian church communities in the city and beyond.

Ready, get set, eat!
To set yourself up for success, really think about what you want your kid to get out of the experience and consider different ways of achieving this. Give yourself extra time to introduce the cultural elements into the activity. For example, if you’re cooking international food, make sure you set aside time to talk and give your kid the time to ask questions, rather than try to talk to your kids at the same time as hurrying to get your meal made.

Do not expect your child to taste everything that is being prepared or being offered to them while out and about, but encourage him to keep an open mind and not to insult another person’s food choice. The phrase used for this at A Little Yumminess is “Don’t yuck my yum!” Culinary Artistas expect children who are enrolled in their classes to take part in the cooking activities, but they do not push children to taste the fruits of their labor unless they want to.

Food exploration is a natural and fun part of childhood. Harnessing this interest to give your child a taste of cultures beyond their own, through play, food preparation, and investigation, can be fulfilling, educational, and lots of fun for both parent and child.

Shaheen Bilgrami is freelance writer and editor and is the mom of an energetic kindergartener. Contact her through her website, www.shaheenbilgrami.com. Culinary Artistas: www.culinaryartistas.com A Little Yumminess: www.alittleyum.com

If you liked this piece, read about six San Francisco Fun Foodie Field Trips that you can take with your kid at www.ggmg.org/blog
**Rethinking the School Lunch Experience**

**Lunch time at some San Francisco schools is in transition**

By Jennifer Kuhr Butterfoss  Photography by Anna Psalmond Photography

It’s grape day again,” my colleague grumbles as we head to the middle school cafeteria where our lunch supervision shift is about to begin. I also dread this day. The next 45 minutes of my job as assistant principal will involve avoiding tiny green and purple edible dodgeballs that fly back and forth every time my back is turned.

Middle school embodies that precious and tumultuous age range where bananas result in fits of laughter and grapes rain down on all. What is it about our cafeteria experience and school culture that inspires such creative rebellion from our kids? And what can we do to a wide range of creative and innovative approaches to the student food experience? We live in a major city after all, and we know good food. There is no reason for our children to endure stale tater tots and soggy chicken nuggets of our youth. Examples of creative thinking to infuse more joy, mindfulness, choice, and community into snack and lunchtime exist all around the Bay Area.

**School lunch, family style**

For students at La Scuola International School, a K-8 Italian immersion school, lunchtime is an opportunity to come together as one big pasta-eating, meatball-gobbling Italian family. The school has purposefully set up the student cafeteria experience to allow students to sit together in tables of five to six and share a communal serving of healthy, freshly cooked food, family style. You won’t see any individual little paper trays, shrink-wrapped gray hamburgers, or syrupy pineapple cups. Instead, each table gets a bowl of healthy, often culturally inspired food with large serving spoons to encourage students to share, ask one another about their day, engage in polite requests to “pass the minestrone,” and “Mangia! Mangia!” to their hearts’ content.

“We cherish our culture around food;” explains Amanda Mitchell, mom to Franchesca, age 3. “One day I picked my daughter up from school covered in orange soup. She came running up to me, excitedly telling me, ‘I ate zuppa di carote! I ate zuppa di carote!’ and it was amazing. She loved it.”

Amanda went on to describe the great care the school takes to ensure students experience the connectedness of food from the garden to the table. The school itself boasts a thriving food garden and uses its fresh vegetables in daily meals. Students participate in harvesting the food and carrying it to the kitchen, sometimes even assisting with basic preparations. The students take great pride and even dare to get more adventurous with eating vegetables because they have ownership over the very origins of what’s on their plates.

**Forest snacking**

Tinker Preschool, a “progressive early childhood community that emphasizes the importance of connecting with nature and engaging S.T.E.A.M. (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Mathematics) education,” offers students what they call a “forest immersion” experience. While some kids spend their days immersed in another language, the students at Tinker have joined the Millennials and nature enthusiasts of the Bay Area to reap the spiritual benefits of “forest bathing,” which simply means spending time in nature. This intentionally includes mealtimes.

“We want kids to develop a strong sense of the world around us and be comfortable in the great outdoors. We break down teaching so that it’s back to the basics in a very tech-heavy world,” explains Site Supervisor Rachel Chen. This philosophy extends even to small rituals like snack time. “The reason we have students eating outside in the forest each day is to help them learn to be flexible and enjoy those little moments,” says Chen. “Not everything has to be so structured.”

She begins showing me adorable photos of kids eating on top of rocks and under tree branches. The sun shines through tree branches on their little faces while they munch on granola. This is in sharp contrast to crowded cafeteria lunch lines and long benches of folding tables. Outdoor distractions may offer another benefit: kids are too busy trying to balance on a log or follow a trail of ants to be tempted to throw a grape at classmates or teachers.

**Gourmet goodness, to go**

Several new companies have begun to sprout up around the Bay Area offering fresh, healthy boxed lunches daily for kids, says the inspiration for her lunch delivery service came when her own daughter was in school. The director informed parents the school would start partnering with a food vending company and wanted parent input in choosing the new vendor. “Everything appeared greasy,” recalls Topkis. “There was no color, no fresh fruits or veggies;” she says. That’s how Little Radish was born. Topkis’ own creations feature small, bite-sized nibbles perfect for little fingers to pick up, dip, and pop inside tiny mouths. One of the primary goals of Little Radish is to incorporate as much plant-based food as possible, often displaying creative ways to ensure kids get more than enough. The adorable packaging shows toddler delectables such as baked falafel and hummus, black bean brownies, and something playfully named “unicorn pasta,” which features spiral noodles in different shades of pastels. Topkis went on...
to emphasize the urgency behind her own business. “This is when we calibrate their palates, so we need to let them know that healthy foods are delicious.” Little Radish now partners with six schools across the city, spreading healthy, plant-based unicorn cheer to those fortunate enough to partner with it.

Reimagined space, time, and lunch lines

Perhaps the biggest lunchtime transformation currently underway is in our own public school system, SFUSD. In 2013, SFUSD partnered with the design-thinking pioneers at IDEO, a global design company, to help the city grapple with some of its most complicated issues surrounding daily mealtime and nutrition for over 55,000 students.

The website dedicated to SFUSD’s future dining experience, www.sfusdfuturedining.org, explains the partnership’s purpose of “creating a vision for a student-centered, financially-stable system that engages kids in eating good food.” It boasts of the collaboration and involvement of over 1,300 students, parents, nutrition staff, principals, teachers, administrators, and community partners in the design process. Photo after photo shows the transformation of the first round of pilot schools, including James Lick Middle School, Willie Brown Middle School, Martin Luther King, Jr. Middle School, Everett Middle School, Phillip and Sala Burton Academic High School, George Washington High School, and Thurgood Marshall Academic High School. Before-and-after pictures show the institution-like, traditional school cafeterias transformed with restaurant-style seating including bistro tables and booths, comfortable couches, and outlets to plug in laptops. Simple, food-related, colorful paintings and words decorate the walls. The emphasis is on community, engagement, choice, making healthy food compelling, and the simple enjoyment of eating with friends.

Moving beyond furniture and aesthetics are other concepts in the works, such as online pre-ordering using iPads, mobile carts, healthy vending machines, and “grab and go” bagged lunches. There is even a proposal on the table for a community kitchen, where older students interested in the food industry can get involved and complete a food-related high school internship to begin making a real contribution to feeding thousands of their peers while learning valuable career and life skills. All of this is underway, with the process rolling out over multiple years. The next round of pilot schools is yet to be revealed, but the seeds of change have been planted. For at least seven SFUSD schools, lunchtime has become more of a joyful experience for students and staff to come together, break bread, and connect with one another.

Dining disco fever

Unfortunately, the middle school where I work hasn’t yet undergone the cafeteria redesign process, and there’s no guarantee we will be next in line. The grapes, ketchup, and balmy-eyed bathed goldfish live on. Until the day comes for our own extreme makeover, however, our small but mighty administrative team has started embracing our own out-of-the-box solutions to make lunchtime a more pleasant, joyful experience: we added music and dancing. Every lunch hour, amplified popular tunes, oldies, and even a few country westerns blast from a hired deejay’s speakers. After gobbling down their lunches, the students often crowd around him, calling out their requests and yanking one another onto the blacktop to Cha-Cha Slide. The other day I saw a small sign in the staff lounge inviting teachers to put in their own requests as well, to entice the teachers onto the dance floor, too. Who knows? Maybe we’ll bring back moves like the Mashed Potato or the Tootsie Roll, just to complete the all-around food-related theme… or will that inspire tomato throwing instead?

Special thanks to Mission YMCA for accommodating our photo shoot.

Jennifer is an assistant principal at Presidio Middle School. When she’s not dodging grapes in the cafeteria, you can find her packing adorable bento box lunches for her daughter Lilly, 5, and son James Duke, 2.
San Francisco Schoolhouse is an independent K-8 school located in the Richmond District. Our intentionally small size, experienced and passionate teachers, experiential curriculum, and active parent participation provide a unique opportunity for families seeking a community-minded progressive education that challenges and supports their children.

Now enrolling K-7th grade for 2018-19
To join us for a morning tour or evening open house, sign up on our website.

www.sfschoolhouse.org • admission@sfschoolhouse.org
301 14th Avenue San Francisco, CA 94118 • 415-221-3435
Life begins at home.

With over 30 years of combined experience, the Costa Group is a top-producing Real Estate team ranked in the top 1% of San Francisco area Realtors. From Noe Valley, to Mill Valley to Napa Valley, experience our extraordinary service, involvement and concern for you & your lifestyle.

Your Home Awaits.

SAN DOMENICO SCHOOL
Independent K-12, day and boarding

Open Houses
December 3
High School
January 6
K-8th Grade

415.258.1905
sandomenico.org

Concerned about your child’s speech and language development?
The Hearing and Speech Center of Northern California can assist children in reaching their communication potential.

• Interdisciplinary services and Kids Academy Preschool on site
• Parent observation windows promote collaboration in therapy
• English and Cantonese speaking therapists
• Free parking

1234 Divisadero Street, San Francisco, CA 94115
415.921.7658 | www.hearingspeech.org

Visit: recess-sf.com/ggmg

parenting is
a beautiful WILD ride

MARIN MONTESSORI SCHOOL
Children start out delightfully curious and thoughtful about their world. We keep them that way.

Get to know us.

A toddler through 9th grade AMI accredited community.

5200 Paradise Drive
Corte Madera CA 94925
415 924 5388 Ext. 104

marinmontessori.org
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It’s been a big year for Neighborhood Meetups, with a reorganization of our neighborhoods and the new GGMG website. We have hosted hundreds of events over the year: play dates, wine nights, and special events. In the fall season, we had Halloween events, Friendsgiving, and we look forward to celebrating the December and New Year holidays. Read on for neighborhood events happening near you.

- **Neighborhood 1**: is planning a multilingual board book cinema with Christmas stories on December 5. Location TBD.
- **Neighborhood 2**: will have a holiday play date at the Presidio Heights Playground (3437 Clay St.) on December 13 from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and a Holiday Wine Night at the Commissary in the Presidio on December 5 from 7 to 9:30 p.m.
- **Neighborhood 3**: will host a family holiday party on a weekend in December (location TBD) with musical entertainment, a craft, and snacks. Director Dru Garza will host the annual moms-only party at her house, featuring a white elephant exchange, on a Thursday in December from 7 to 10 p.m.
- **Neighborhood 4**: will host a New Year’s event on January 7 at the Beacon.
- **Neighborhood 6**: will host a family holiday party on a weekend in December (location TBD) with musical entertainment, a craft, and snacks. Director Dru Garza will host the annual moms-only party at her house, featuring a white elephant exchange, on a Thursday in December from 7 to 10 p.m.

Neighborhood events are organized and hosted by GGMG moms who want to meet other moms and help us all connect; we believe this peer-to-peer connection is the essence of GGMG.

**GGMG Neighborhoods**

- **Neighborhood 1**: Marin, Cow Hollow, Fisherman’s Wharf
- **Neighborhood 2**: Richmond, Aloma Square, Hayes Valley, NOVA, Western Addition, and surrounding neighborhoods.
- **Neighborhood 3**: Cathedral Hill, F’verone, Japantown, Laurel Heights, Pacific Heights, Lower Pacific Heights, Presidio Heights, and surrounding neighborhoods.
- **Neighborhood 4**: Christown, Dogpatch, Embarcadero/Financial District, Downtown, Civic Center, Mission Bay, Parkside, SOMA, South Beach, and surrounding neighborhoods.
- **Neighborhood 5**: Duboce Triangle, Noe, Castro, Mission, and surrounding neighborhoods.
- **Neighborhood 7**: Bernal Heights, Glen Park, Excelsior, Outer Mission, Mission Terrace, Ingleside, Sunset, Western Addition, Visitacion Valley, Bayview, Portola, Cracker-Amazon, and surrounding neighborhoods.

**GGMG events**

**Neighborhood Meetups: The Year in Review**

**COMMUNITY SUPPORT**

Mindfulness Meditation for Moms

We moms spend a lot of our time and energy caring for others but often neglect to make time for ourselves. Here’s a chance to find some peace and calm in your day. Join us for a guided meditation with the founder of Pacific Pause, followed by complimentary kombucha.

**DATE**: Tuesday, January 9
**TIME**: Noon to 1 p.m.
**PLACE**: 564 Market St., 3rd Floor, Suite 301
**COST**: $5
**REGISTRATION**:

- www.tinyurl.com/y8r5yjzp

**Movie Night at HPP**

Please join Homeless Prenatal Program families for a fun movie night with popcorn and pizza. This is a great opportunity to get to know some of the families we support during our HPP drive. It’s encouraged!

**DATE**: Wednesday, January 24
**TIME**: 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
**PLACE**: 2500 18th St.
**COST**: FREE
**REGISTRATION**:

- www.ggmg.org/calendar/event/2450220180104

**Holiday Fitness Challenge Kick-off with a FREE Gixo Workout**

Gixo is kicking off a GGMG Holiday Fitness Challenge with a FREE in-person, 25-minute circuit training class hosted by The Vault SF. The Gixo app helps busy parents get affordable, trainer-led fitness classes whenever you are, through your smart phone.

**DATE**: Thursday, December 7
**TIME**: 1 to 2 p.m.
**PLACE**: The Vault SF, 415 Jackson St.
**COST**: FREE
**REGISTRATION**:

- www.gixo.com/ggmg/

**KIDS ACTIVITIES**

**Asian Art Museum Stroller Tours**

The Asian Art Museum now offers Stroller Tours, docent-led tours for parents and caregivers with babies ages 6 to 2 years old. Tours take place before the museum opens to the public, and crying babies are always welcome! Enter code “GGMG” for a 20 percent discount!

**DATE**: Friday, December 1
**TIME**: 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
**PLACE**: 200 Larkin St.
**COST**: $25
**REGISTRATION**:

- www.asianart.org/events/?series_types=stroller+tours

**Support**

Wherever you are, through your smart phone.

**PLACE**: www.ggmg.org/calendar/event/2450220180104

**Date**

- Noon to 1 p.m.
- 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
- 1 to 2 p.m.
- 12 p.m.
- 10 a.m.
- 10:30 a.m.
- 12:30 p.m.
- 7 to 10 p.m.
- 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Committee Spotlight: Operations

Who are your current volunteers?
Preeya Dabir, Dawn Gordon, Connie Lin, and Andrea Semancik

What types of activities or projects do you undertake?
We plan and execute the monthly GGMG all volunteer meetings, as well as two annual volunteer appreciation events. The committee also coordinates the Volunteer of the Month award and UrbanSitter raffle prizes awarded at each volunteer meeting. Our committee works hard to make sure the volunteer meetings are run smoothly, with plenty of delicious food and wine!

For our recent volunteer appreciation event at Le Colonial (held November 1), our committee secured a dozen raffle prizes and great items for the goody bags. We know how hard all of our mom volunteers work, so it was wonderful to celebrate them with a fun night out.

Why do you do what you do?
Being a part of the Ops Committee allows us to support the volunteers, who in turn support the organization. We are a very “behind the scenes” committee, but we wouldn’t have it any other way!

Describe the personality of your committee.
Our committee is a really fun, food-loving group. We have clear opinions about what we want to offer our volunteers for a fun night out, and we are not afraid to do things a little differently.

How do you know when you are making a difference?
When we see all of our awesome volunteers at each monthly volunteer meeting. We hope that each meeting serves as a “GGMG night out” where we get a little work done, share what we are all doing within our groups, and have fun together. For a lot of our volunteers, this may be the only adult interaction they have all day, so we hope to provide a little respite out of their busy day!

What’s next for the Ops team?
We look forward to seeing all of our volunteers at our monthly volunteer meetings. They generally take place the first Monday of each month at the JCC, starting at 7 p.m. If we can help any volunteer do her role better or become more involved, we welcome her to contact us. We love GGMG and enjoy giving back!

A Chain Reaction of Good

Between fires, hurricanes, and political divisions, it’s easy to feel down about the world these days. The Dalai Lama wrote in The Art of Happiness that the best antidote to unhappiness is helping someone else. In that spirit, one of my children’s PJ Library books describes how one good deed can start a chain reaction of other people doing good.

If someone does a nice deed, the recipient will be happy and do a sweet thing for someone else, and so forth. To counter the negativity around us, Member Support challenges you, our GGMG family, to start a chain reaction of good deeds. Whether we each help a family who lost their home in a fire, point a lost tourist in the right direction, or cheer up a fellow mom with dinner, imagine what could happen if we all did one helpful thing for someone else once per week? Let’s start with a mom in our community. Make someone’s day. Spread the good!

Diversity and Inclusion: Our Year in Review

Happy first birthday to the D&I Team! It has been a challenging year of formation and development. We are extremely proud of our initial accomplishments and excited for all that is still to come. In our first year, we:

- launched our first book reading and signing event with author Innosanto Nagara, a local father, known for A Is for Activist
- participated in community events in Japantown and SoMa to make GGMG more visible and available in new locations
- cooked and served dinner to families at the Safe & Sound Family Support Center (formerly San Francisco Child Abuse Prevention Center)
- organized and participated in professional diversity training with the GGMG board and Webteam Committee
- created a mission statement

In 2018, we will build on our newly developed partnerships with the Contemporary Jewish Museum and the SF Children’s Council. Save the date for Part 2 of “How To Talk To Kids About Race” on Monday, March 19 (6:30 to 8:30 p.m). We’d love to see you at our events, and we always need motivated volunteers to join our team. Reach us anytime at diversity@ggmg.org.

Social Events

It was wonderful to see so many members and their families enjoy a gorgeous day of fun-filled activities at this year’s Fall Festival on October 1. The day would not have been possible without the help of all the GGMG volunteers and the Social Events Committee who worked tirelessly to pull off such a great event! We would especially like to thank all of the sponsors who generously contributed to our event.
The Operations Committee was excited to host our annual volunteer appreciation event on November 1 at Le Colonial in Nob Hill. It was an intimate evening, with raffle prizes, goody bags, and a few speeches from board members. We’d like to congratulate Lani Schreibstein for winning volunteer of the year! Lani participates in three different committees: Community Outreach, Magazine, and Website. She stepped in to help when no one else volunteered and took ownership over those roles. We’d also like to congratulate the Diversity and Inclusion Committee for winning committee of the year! This newly formed committee has really taken off over the past 12 months, and we are looking forward to more exciting and thought-provoking events in the future.

Lastly, we’d like to thank all of our sponsors who so generously donated items for our goody bags and raffle prizes, especially GGGM moms Sherri Howe, Dru Garza, and Bella Shen Garnett, as well as the following organizations:

In Harmony Music  Music for Aardvarks
DayOne Baby  Nicole Miller Design
STEMful  West Agile Labs
Carmel Blue  Scarlett Education
It’s Yoga Kids  Children’s Creativity Museum
Mudpie  The Rabbit Hole Theater Company
SF Tots  Blue Bear School of Music
My Gym  Deeksha Prakash Photography
Prop Cuts  SF Children’s Art Center

Visit us today to learn how our preschool promotes self-reliance and creative play to support your child’s confidence and lay a foundation for future success, socially and academically.

San Francisco Night Doulas

Questions? Call: 415-608-9177

Nighttime support for parents and families
Helping you recover after birth
Infant care while you sleep

for more information visit www.sfnightdoulas.com

Call today! 415-991-0500

HOW CLEAN ARE YOUR CARPETS?

Call, email or go online to book a cleaning with Mother Nature’s Cleaning.

Wall to Wall Carpet, Upholstery, Mattresses, Tile, Area Rugs and more!

415-991-0500 | info@mothernaturescleaning.com
www.MotherNaturesCleaning.com
I’ll Have a Bowl of Normal, Please

By Neha Masson

L
ike many children of immigrants, I grew up caught between two worlds. Here I was, a red-blooded American girl, with a funny name and an even worse at-home haircut. I was born to two young parents who left their country in the 1970s in search of better opportunities. My parents’ struggle to assimilate to a new culture that was so diametrically opposite of what they knew is clear to me now. But at the time, I didn’t understand what they were going through and often felt frustrated or embarrassed by their insistence that we grow up both Indian and American.

By the time I turned 7, the most contentious topic was food. My mother is an amazing cook and these days I beg her to make daal, biryani, chicken curry—all the Indian dishes I’ve come to cherish. But as a child, these same foods caused me anger and embarrassment. “Why are we eating weird food instead of meatloaf like my friend Crystal gets?” I’d ask my parents. My mom would make a face. “We don’t eat things like that, I don’t even know what it is. It sounds unhealthy!” My dad would chime in to remind us how hard they worked to put this meal on the table, and that was the end of the discussion. It’s true, he was the sole breadwinner, and after paying the mortgage and sending money to help relatives, they often had under $40 left for food and discretionary spending. At 7, I had little sympathy.

The next day at school, some kid would inevitably brag that he got a McDonald’s happy meal for dinner. “What did you do this weekend, I’d ask my parents. My mom would make a face. “I continue to struggle with the desire to fit in versus embrace my cultural identity. At some point, things began to evolve. I found friends in college who had grown up similarly, and celebrating Diwali or dancing to Bollywood music went from being weird to cool and interesting. Somewhere along the way, my parents also transformed—from immigrants clinging to the familiar, to well-adjusted American citizens with diverse friends and a healthy cultural balance. I now realize the immense effort it took for my mom to run a household, raise two kids, navigate a new country, and still toil over home-cooked meals daily. My husband and I together struggle to accomplish half of what she did alone.

Since I’ve become a parent of a child who is even more removed from his ancestral culture, I feel the same desire to keep him connected to our roots in little ways. I want to remind him that he’s special and comes from a storied family with deep roots. And when I put a bowl of homemade chana masala in front of him, it warms my heart to see a smile.

My heart sank on the days I’d open up the My Little Pony lunchbox I’d begged for for Christmas (which my parents reluctantly agreed to celebrate) to find cauliflower curry wrapped in a roti. I’d quickly shut my lunchbox only to hear someone say “Ew what was that? It smells!” I’d bring home the uneaten lunch, furious at my mother. Was she trying to get me ostracized? I could see the disappointment in my parents’ eyes, witnessing the outright rejection of their culture by their own daughter. The same snide comments intolerant strangers would make to my parents often came out of my mouth. The constant battles over appearing and acting “American” made me, at times, a stranger with whom they couldn’t identify.

Eventually, my parents acquiesced. They felt they were doing a splendid job of assimilating: wearing the right clothes, learning how to talk football with co-workers. Didn’t they have the right to eat what they liked in their own home? But to appease her kids, my mom learned how to make things like Thanksgiving dinner and our favorite, spaghetti. We delighted in the heaps of noodles, jarring sauce, and melty cheddar cheese. I never even realized that cheddar cheese doesn’t belong in spaghetti, but to this day, that’s my favorite way to eat it.

By Neha Masson

Neha is a mother to a 2-year-old and enjoys attempting to cook like her mother.
Are you a San Francisco mom?
Want to receive this magazine?
Join GGMG today at www.ggmg.org.

Golden Gate Mothers Group
P.O. Box 475866
San Francisco, CA 94147

statement of purpose:
nurture ourselves, our children, our partners, and our community; create an environment of support, information sharing, and connection; learn, teach, create, have fun, and provide balance in our lives and in the lives of our growing families.

JumpstartMD
Now Open at One Embarcadero Center & Laurel Heights!

Start your medically supervised program today and let JumpstartMD set you up for success in 2018

You will enjoy

A Customized Lifestyle Plan based on nutritional science and your specific biometrics and health profiles

Delicious, real, fresh food that you can make at home

One on One Coaching to support and motivate you throughout each phase

SAVE $100
When you start by 12/30/17

Call 1-855-JUMPSTART or learn more at www.jumpstartmd.com